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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

An elevated serum miR-141 level in patients with
bone-metastatic prostate cancer is correlated with more
bone lesions
Hai-Liang Zhang, Xiao-Jian Qin, Da-Long Cao, Yao Zhu, Xu-Dong Yao, Shi-Lin Zhang, Bo Dai and Ding-Wei Ye
The skeleton is the most common metastatic organ in patients with prostate cancer (PCa). Non-invasive biomarkers that can facilitate
the detection and monitoring of bone metastases are highly desirable. We designed this study to assess the expression patterns of
serum miR-141 in patients with bone-metastatic PCa. Serum samples were collected to measure the miR-141 level in 56 patients,
including six with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), 20 with localized PCa and 30 with bone-metastatic PCa (10 with hormone-naive
PCa, 10 with hormone-sensitive PCa and 10 with hormone-refractory PCa). A bone scan was performed for each patient with PCa to
assess the number of bone lesions. The quantification of serum miR-141 levels was assayed by specific TaqMan qRT-PCR. The results
showed that serum miR-141 levels were elevated in patients with bone metastasis (P,0.001). There was no statistically significant
difference in the serum miR-141 levels between patients with BPH and patients with localized PCa. Using Kendall’s bivariate
correlation test, both the Gleason score and the number of bone-metastatic lesions were found to correlate with serum miR-141 levels
(P50.012 and P,0.001, respectively). The serum miR-141 level was found to be positively correlated with alkaline phosphatase
(ALP) level in patients with skeletal metastasis, using Pearson’s bivariate correlation test. No relationship was found between the serum
miR-141 level and the serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level. We concluded that serum miR-141 levels are elevated in patients
with bone-metastatic PCa and that patients with higher levels of serum miR-141 developed more bone lesions. Furthermore, serum
miR-141 levels are correlated with serum ALP levels but not serum PSA levels.
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INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most frequently diagnosed malignancy
and the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in Western
countries.1,2 In China, the incidence of PCa is markedly increasing
each year,3,4 and most cases (70%) present in late stages and are not
candidates for radical treatment. The skeleton is the most common site
for PCa metastases, and no curative therapy exists once bone metastasis has occurred. However, the lack of sensitive and specific biomarkers for bone metastasis makes it difficult to detect and predict the
status of this cancer.
MicroRNAs are a series of small non-coding RNAs with 18–24
nucleotides. They can regulate functional gene expression, and abundant evidence has revealed their aberrant expression in various types of
human cancers.5–7 In addition, reliable methods for extracting miRNAs
from bodily fluids, such as serum, have been well developed and well
validated.8,9 Therefore, serum miRNAs could represent novel biomarkers for PCa.10,11 A study of plasma samples from PCa patients reported
that plasma miR-141 levels can be used to screen for metastatic PCa
with high sensitivity.8 However, the expression patterns of circulating
miR-141 in patients with PCa have not been well established.

Based on these considerations, we hypothesized that serum miR-141
levels could be a novel biomarker for PCa and designed this study to
evaluate the levels of serum miR-141 in patients with bone-metastatic PCa.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study subjects
From February 2008 to February 2009, five groups of patients, including six with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), 20 with localized PCa
(LPC), 10 with hormone-naive PCa (HNPC) and bone metastasis, 10
with hormone-sensitive PCa (HSPC) and bone metastasis and 10 with
hormone-refractory PCa (HRPC) and bone metastasis, were prospectively enrolled in this study. After the appropriate informed consent
and Institutional Review Board approval for each patient were
obtained, 5 ml serum samples were collected from each patient at
the first visit. All patients had a normal blood pressure and blood
glucose level and showed no acute inflammation.
Baseline data information
Clinical and biochemical features, such as age, height, weight, serum
prostate-specific antigen (PSA), serum testosterone, serum alkaline
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phosphatase (ALP), Gleason score of PCa, size of prostate, status of
lymph node metastasis and number of bone lesions, were recorded in
detail. A bone scan was performed for all patients with PCa to access
the number of bone lesions. HRPC was defined by the following criteria: disease progression during androgen-ablation therapy despite
secondary hormone therapy, at least 4 weeks withdrawal of flutamide
(or 6 weeks in the case of bicalutamide) before enrolment, increasing
serum levels of PSA on three consecutive measurements obtained
at least 1 week apart, and a serum testosterone value of less than
50 ng dl21. After the collection of serum samples, the 20 localized
PCa patients were treated by radical prostatectomy; the 10 HNPC
patients were administered goserelin 3.6 mg subcutaneously monthly
and bicalutamide 50 mg orally once a day; the 10 HSPC patients
continued their former hormonal therapy of goserelin 3.6 mg subcutaneously monthly and bicalutamide 50 mg orally once a day; and the
10 HRPC patients were treated with docetaxel 75 mg m22 intravenously on day 2 plus prednisone 5 mg orally twice daily on days 1–21,
with 21 days in each cycle.12
MicroRNA isolation and real-time RT-PCR assay
Total RNA was isolated from each serum sample using Trizol reagent
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) as previously described.13 The
expression levels of mature miR-141 were assessed by qRT-PCR using
specific TaqMan Assays (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA).
Amplifications were run on the Eppendorf Mastercycler ep RealTime PCR System (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). The PCR results
were analysed using the Mastercycler ep Realplex Program and
reported as relative quantities with respect to a calibrator sample using
the 22DCt method. U6 snRNA was used as a normalizer.

Data analyses
All of the analyses were performed using the statistical software package SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). The levels of miR-141 in
each group were defined as the mean6s.d. from at least two separate
experiments performed in triplicate. A one-way analysis of variance
test was used to compare the means of the miR-141 levels among the
five groups. Independent samples t-tests were performed to compare
the differences among the groups. Pearson’s or Kendall’s correlation
coefficients were compared among clinical features and serum miR141 levels. A two-tailed P,0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
The median age of the 56 patients was 68.5 (54–81) years old. The
clinical features of the patients, the Ct values of serum miR-141, the Ct
values of U6, and the 22DCt exchanged values of miR-141 are listed in
Table 1. No significant differences were detected among the five
groups (group 1, BPH patients; group 2, localized PCa patients; group
3, HNPC patients; group 4, HSPC patients; and group 5, HRPC
patients) in patient age, height or weight (P.0.05). Higher serum
PSA levels were observed in groups 3 and 5 (P,0.001), and castration
levels of serum testosterone were discovered in groups 4 and 5 under
androgen-deprivation therapy (P,0.001). Patients with BPH had larger prostate sizes (P50.029).
Patients with bone metastasis expressed higher levels of serum miR141 than those without bone metastasis
Elevated levels of serum miR-141 were detected in the HNPC, HSPC
and HRPC patients with bone metastasis; and patients with BPH and
LPC had relatively lower levels of serum miR-141 (one-way analysis of

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of the 56 patients in five groups. Data is expressed as mean6s.d.
Characteristics

BPH (n56)

LPC (n520)

HNPC (n510)

HSPC (n510)

HRPC (n510)

P value*

Age (year)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Serum PSA level
(ng ml21)
Serum testosterone level
(ng dl21)
Serum alkaline
phosphatase (U l21)
Tumour Gleason score
f7
.7
Size of prostate (ml)
number of bone lesions
f2
3–5
o6
Lymph node metastasis
Yes
No
Ct value of miR-141
Ct value of U6
Level of miR-141 (22DCt)
(31024)

66.863.5
170.064.8
68.7610.1
6.9965.42

68.361.9
171.063.7
72.866.9
9.2765.43

70.162.5
168.766.5
66.468.8
245.906202.19

69.761.5
168.965.3
68.467.3
12.79611.68

68.661.7
172.366.9
75.9612.4
136.326128.51

0.136
0.469
0.125
,0.001

4.4861.45

4.6361.27

3.9761.13

0.1660.11

0.2060.17

,0.001

66.12642.79

79.45639.50

441.206302.33

237.606165.25

300.406179.63

,0.001

—
—
55.8612.8

16
4
34.5613.2

4
6
42.5615.6

5
5
41.1611.1

2
8
43.7611.9

—
—
—

0
0
0

4
4
2

5
2
3

3
4
3

—
—
—

6
4
30.2760.99
22.3661.08
50.53610.12

7
3
31.1961.41
22.5161.17
38.59613.34

6
4
30.0261.07
21.9460.96
46.3969.93

—
—
,0.001
0.636
,0.001

—
—
34.5161.65
22.4861.26
4.7963.05

2
18
33.7761.87
22.7361.32
10.1963.00

—
—
0.029

Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; BPH, benign prostatic hyperplasia; LPC: localized prostate cancer; HNPC, hormone-naive prostate cancer; HRPC, hormonerefractory prostate cancer; HSPC, hormone-sensitive prostate cancer; PSA, prostate-specific antigen.
—: not applicable.
*One-way ANOVA test is used.
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variance test, P,0.001) illustrated in Figure 1. The levels of serum
miR-141 in HSPC patients were comparable but not significantly
lower than those in patients with HNPC (P50.552) and HRPC
(P50.543), respectively, by independent samples t-test.
Levels of serum miR-141 were correlated with serum ALP levels, but
not PSA levels, in PCa patients with bone metastasis
Serum miR-141 levels were found to be positively correlated with
ALP levels in HNPC (P50.002), HSPC (P50.001) and HRPC
(P50.003) patients, using Pearson’s bivariate correlation test;
patients with a higher ALP level had a higher miR-141 level in each
of the three groups. There was no such correlation in the LPC
group (P50.638), as illustrated in Figure 2. No statistical relationship between miR-141 level and PSA level was detected in any of
the five groups.
A higher serum miR-141 level was correlated with more bone
metastatic lesions and a higher Gleason score
Using Kendall’s bivariate correlation test, serum miR-141 levels were
found to correlate with the number of bone lesions in patients with
bone metastasis (P,0.001), and this correlation remained when the
tests were performed separately in each of the three groups (HNPC,
HSPC, and HRPC; P50.028, P50.014, and P50.028, respectively), as
illustrated in Figure 3. Serum miR-141 levels were also found to be
related to the Gleason scores of patients with PCa, and patients with
higher Gleason scores had higher serum miR-141 levels (P50.012).
No relationships were detected between miRNA-141 level and the
patient’s age, height, weight, size of prostate or testosterone level
(P.0.05 for all comparisons).

Figure 1 Box plot of different serum miR-141 expression levels in different
groups of patients (group 1, BPH patients, n56; group 2, LPC patients, n520;
group 3, HNPC patients, n510; group 4, HSPC patients, n510; group 5, HRPC
patients, n510). By one-way ANOVA test and independent samples t-test, serum
miR-141 expressed higher in the patients with bone metastasis (HNPC, HSPC
and HRPC patients) than those in BPH and LPC patients (P,0.001). Serum miR141 levels were comparable in HNPC and HRPC patients, a bit higher than those
in HSPC, but not statistically significant (independent samples t-test, P50.552
and P50.543, respectively). ANOVA, analysis of variance; BPH, benign prostatic
hyperplasia; LPC, localized prostate cancer; HNPC, hormone-naive prostate
cancer; HRPC, hormone-refractory prostate cancer; HSPC, hormone-sensitive
prostate cancer.

Figure 2 Scatter diagram and Pearson’s bivariate correlation test between serum
miR-141 levels and serum ALP levels. Serum miR-141 was positively parallel to
ALP in HNPC, HSPC and HRPC patients (P50.002, P50.001 and P50.003,
respectively). There was no significant correlation between serum miR-141 and
ALP in LPC (P50.638). ALP, alkaline phosphatase; LPC, localized prostate cancer; HNPC, hormone-naive prostate cancer; HRPC, hormone-refractory prostate
cancer; HSPC, hormone-sensitive prostate cancer.

DISCUSSION
In the current study, preliminary results revealed the expression levels
of miR-141 in patients with PCa and indicated that miR-141 may be a
biomarker for bone metastasis. First, patients with bone-metastatic
PCa had higher serum miR-141 levels than those with localized PCa
or BPH; second, patients with more bone lesions had higher serum
miR-141 levels; and third, serum miR-141 levels were correlated with
serum ALP levels and tumour Gleason scores.
Circulating miRNAs, including miR-141, have recently been indicated to be practical and promising biomarkers for the non-invasive
diagnosis of various tumour entities, including PCa.14 Mitchell et al.8
were the first to describe the overexpression of circulating miR-141
in advanced PCa, and Bryant et al.15 discovered an association of
miR-141 with metastatic PCa. In addition, Yaman Agaoglu et al.16

Figure 3 Box plot of different serum miR-141 expression levels for patients with
different number of bone lesions (0, ,3, 3–5 and .5) in different subgroups of
patients with prostate cancer (group 2, LPC patients, n520; group 3, HNPC patients,
n510; group 4, HSPC patients, n510; group 5, HRPC patients, n510). By Kendall’s
bivariate correlation test, serum miR-141 levels were positively correlate with the
number of bone lesions in patients with bone metastasis (P,0.001), and this correlation remained when tests were done separately in three different subgroups
(HNPC, HSPC and HRPC) (P50.028, P50.014 and P50.028, respectively).
LPC, localized prostate cancer; HNPC, hormone-naive prostate cancer; HRPC, hormone-refractory prostate cancer; HSPC, hormone-sensitive prostate cancer.
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found that the levels of miR-141 were higher in patients with metastatic PCa than in patients with localized disease. A more recent prospective study further revealed that circulating miR-141 is present at
elevated levels in patients with metastatic PCa and that the miR-141
levels of these patients also correlated with their Gleason scores or
lymph-node status.11 Furthermore, serum miR-141 was found to be
elevated in metastatic castration-resistant PCa.17 Our results further
verified that serum miR-141 is overexpressed in PCa patients with bone
metastasis, whereas no significant difference was noted in the serum
miR-141 levels of BPH and LPC patients. The existing data suggested
that miR-141 was released into the blood and would be detectable in the
serum only in patients with advanced disease, indicating that miR-141
plays a role in tumour metastasis, not tumour formation. A serum PSA
level of less than 20 ng ml21 was a precise predictor of a lack of
metastases. Nevertheless, a PSA level of higher than 20 ng ml21 was
not sensitive enough to indicate metastatic disease.18 In the current
study, miR-141 is hypothesized to promote the ability of prostate
tumour cells to disseminate to bone and other organs, and miR-141
levels could be a supplementary or alternative marker for metastasis in
those patients whose PSA levels are higher than 20 ng ml21.
Additionally, we revealed that serum miR-141 levels were correlated
with the number of bone lesions and the serum ALP level. Bone metastases in PCa patients have mostly been characterized as osteogenic
lesions.19,20 Serum ALP, which is considered a bone formation marker
and is usually present at a higher level during osteoblastic activity,
including the presence of osteogenic metastases, has been used as a
biomarker for bone metastasis in various types of malignant
tumours.21–24 However, because ALP is produced not only by osteoblasts but also by various other organs, including the liver, it is not a
specific biomarker for bone metastasis in PCa patients.25 Other bone
markers, such as serum osteocalcin and serum type I procollagen Cpropeptide, are also indicators of osteoblast activity; nevertheless,
none of these other markers are specific biomarkers for bone metastasis.26,27 In the current study, higher miR-141 levels indicated a
higher number of bone lesions, which suggests that we may be able
to use serum miR-141 as a specific marker for bone metastasis.
Despite these favourable results, several important issues must be
addressed. The expression of miR-141 was measured as a relative
quantity in the 56 patients in this study, so it might not be easy to
translate or validate these data in other groups of patients.
Additionally, we found it difficult to assign a specific ‘cutoff’ to validate these results. Given the relatively small sample size of the current
study, patients with metastatic PCa but no bone metastases were not
included in our cohort. A larger subset of patients who have metastases—both with and without bone lesions—will be needed to verify
the current data and to further demonstrate that serum miR-141 is a
specific marker only for bone metastasis. The relationships between
serum miR-141 and treatment outcomes (such as response to hormonal therapy and overall survival) were not examined in the present
study. To obtain these data, serial levels of serum samples should be
taken throughout the whole period of treatment and follow-up. In the
meantime, the association between serum miR-141 and the treatment
efficacy of denosumab and zoladronic acid is also of great interest.
Furthermore, the mechanisms underlying our findings are largely
unknown. Further investigation into the relationship between miR141 and the genes associated with bone metastasis, such as RANKL
(receptor activator of nuclear factor-kB ligand, which is expressed on
the surface of osteoblasts and stromal cells),28–30 is being carried out at
our institution, and the expected results may help uncover the mechanism of bone metastasis.
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CONCLUSIONS
Serum miR-141 levels were elevated in PCa patients with bone metastasis, and patients with higher levels of serum miR-141 harboured
more bone-metastatic lesions. The levels of serum miR-141 were also
correlated with serum ALP levels but not PSA levels in PCa patients
with bone metastasis. Therefore, miR-141 is a potential biomarker for
the diagnosis and evaluation of bone metastasis in PCa patients.
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